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We asked communities throughout the UK

for their views on priorities for renewable

energy infrastructure.

The poll was live for just over three weeks,

from October 15th to November 10th, 2020,

where we received 545 unique voters.

Insights



Voter Segmentation

I'm an active supporter

51%

I don't know much about it 

26.2%

Sounds good, but I'm very busy

13.9%

I work in the energy sector 

8.9%

What best describes your level of engagement with renewable energy?
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We asked voters this question in order to determine how people with varying levels of engagement,

prioritise different aspects of renewable energy.



What would you prioritise locally if
a wind or solar farm was built in
your area?

Low environmental impact

Access to renewable energy

Job creation

Community funds allocation

Highest Priority

Lowest Priority

Voter Segmentation

Low environmental impact

Access to renewable energy

Job creation

Community funds allocation

Sounds good, but I'm very busyI'm an Active Supporter

I don't know much about it I work in the energy sector 
Low environmental impact

Job creation

Community funds allocation

Access to renewable energy

Low environmental impact

Job creation
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Low environmental impact

Access to renewable energy

Job creation

Community funds allocation
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The Community's Priorities for a
Local Renewable Energy Project
Low environmental impact was the highest
priority for all voters, regardless of  their
levels of engagement with renewable energy.

Community funds allocation on the other
hand was the least important priority, which
may come as a surprise to the industry.

Access to renewable energy was a higher
priority amongst the general public vs people
who self-identified as working in the energy
sector.

The community prioritises environmental
concerns and tangible, local socio-economic
benefits. As a result, renewable energy
companies should ensure that the public is
educated on environmental data, and ensure
that projects offer tangible socio-economic
benefits.



What the community most wants to
influence is not necessarily related to
the physical elements of wind or solar
farms, but the social and economic
benefits, mirroring the results from the
previous question. 
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Local employment opportunities 

Biodiversity planting 

Scale of assets 

Community fund allocation 

Design colour/aesthetic 

Choice of materials 

Scheduling of works 

Local information facilities 

Perhaps it is easier for people to quantify
their level of influence on a project if it's
relevant to their economic mobility or
mental health, ie. work opportunities and
local green spaces, respectively.

Scale of assets ranked high overall, but
in the segmentation, its priority was
inconsistent across voter groups (See
next page for voter segmentation
results).

What aspects of a wind or solar farm
would you most like to influence?
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What the Community Wants
to Influence

Percentage of people choosing

option



What aspects of a wind or solar farm would you
most like to influence?
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Aligning Priorities
The general public might perceive
themselves less able to influence
the designs and plans, hence why
it is not a high priority on aspects
to influence.

Voter Segmentation
I'm an Active Supporter
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I work in the energy sector 
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I don't know much about it 
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There is a clear disconnect
between the energy sector and
the general public in regard to
biodiversity planting. 

If design, scale of assets, and
scheduling can be publicly
determined, the renewable
sector should highlight this in
public consultation.

The renewable energy sector
should therefore address
environmental impact to align
with public priorities.
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The data are snapshots of Built-ID's

insights into community perceptions about

Renewable Energy. We are releasing the full

report on 9th December 2020, so do keep

an eye out on our Blog and LinkedIn.

If you have any queries or would like to

know more about our research, reach out to

us at (info@built-id.com)
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